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Executive summary
Designing hardware using C++ and C++ testbenches brings orders of
magnitude speed-up to simulation. But after High-Level Synthesis (HLS),
teams need a way to quickly ensure that the newly-generated RTL is
functionally the same as the original untimed C++. They don’t want to
create an RTL testbench in order to make this comparison. What teams
need is an automated smoke test to quickly make the comparison with
very little effort. This paper covers how SCVerify, part of the Catapult HLS
Platform, provides teams with the ability to perform push-button smoke
testing.
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Introducing the catapult verification solution
The Catapult® HLS Platform provides a complete highlevel verification solution (figure 1) that interfaces with
Questa® and third-party simulators for RTL verification.

6. As a final step, the sequential logic equivalence
checking tool SLEC® HLS formally verifies that the
C++ exactly matches the generated RTL.

The Catapult verification solution includes:

This whitepaper focuses on SCVerify.

1. The C++ source code is input into the Catapult Design
Checker (CDesign Checker) which employs static and
formal techniques to find language and coding bugs.

C++/SystemC design
with assert and cover

2. Catapult Code Coverage (CCOV) provides hardwareaware coverage analysis of the C++ code.
3. Catapult synthesizes the source into power-optimized
RTL that is verification ready.
4. Catapult SCVerify generates test infrastructure for
C++ and RTL simulation.
5. The flow generates test infrastructure using Catapult
SCVerify for RTL simulation.
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Figure 1: The Catapult verification solution.

Understanding SCVerify
SCVerify is an automated verification flow that
leverages the functional coverage of the C++ testbench
to provide a push-button smoke test. Integrated in the
Catapult HLS Platform, SCVerify automatically sets up
co-simulation of the original untimed C++ design and
the generated RTL, driven with the original C++
testbench, to compare the RTL outputs against the
golden C++ outputs (figure 2). SCVerify automatically
generates a wrapper around the C++ testbench and
original design. This allows it to intercept calls from the
C++ testbench to the C++ design, capturing the inputs
and golden outputs and passing them to SystemC
transactors that convert the C++ data types/transactions
into pin-level activity for the RTL.
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Figure 2: Push-button comparison using SCVerify.
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Because SCVerify is part of the HLS flow, it automatically
accounts for HLS Interface Synthesis. This is a powerful
capability, because changes in Interface Synthesis
constraints makes creating RTL testbenches difficult. For
example, mapping a 14 bit C++ function argument to a
simple RTL wire interface with 2-way handshaking
requires a different RTL testbench than if the argument
was mapped to an AXI-4 streaming interface.

SCVerify also supports complex C++ design hierarchies
by allowing a leaf C++ function synthesized to RTL to be
driven from the top C++ testbench using the rest of the
C++ design hierarchy (block-based verification).
Designers can run SCVerify in batch or interactive
simulation runs. For interactive simulation, it prepopulates the waveform window with all of the
pertinent signals for the RTL and C++ views making it
easy to view activity through the design. The tool
provides detailed transaction logging that can be
dynamically configured during simulation to observe
data movement and type conversions as they take
place.

Running the SCVerify flow

The basic SCVerify flow includes:

Algorithm
development / functional
verification

C++ design source

1. Write code. Before entering into the HLS and verification flow, the designer first creates the C++ design
and typically a C++ testbench that performs basic
functional verification of the design.

High-level
synthesis
design checks

The SCVerify flow fits within the integrated Catapult
verification solution and the designer can incorporate
aspects of that solution (such as Design Checker and
Catapult Coverage) within this seamless environment.
Figure 3 shows the basic flow for performing a smoke
test.
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2. Run design checking. Before moving through the
flow, the designer should determine if there are
issues with the C++ design coding style. While a
design might simulate at the C++ level with no apparent issues, ambiguities in the C++ description can
lead to simulation mismatches during RTL simulation.
These issues are often hard to debug and can be time
consuming to fix. Design Checker employs both static
and state of the art formal verification techniques
to find problems, like uninitialized memory reads,
before synthesis. The tool can check the source code
(even without a testbench) to provide the designer
with information about coding issues that might
cause problems during synthesis and RTL simulation.
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Figure 3: The basic SCVerify flow.
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3. Analyze Code coverage. The designer can optionally
perform a HLS-aware code coverage analysis of the
C++ design. This ensures that the C++ testbench has
enough stimulus to effectively cover the C++ design.
4. Run Catapult HLS. Using the C++ design and synthesis
constraints the tool generates optimized RTL.
5. Run SCVerify to simulate. If all of the RTL output
values match the C++ output values, SCVerify prints
a Simulation PASSED message along with a summary of data processed. The designer can verify
that the expected quantity of inputs and outputs
were observed. If any mismatches are reported, the

designer can examine the waveforms to determine
if it is a data synchronization issue, like premature
changes to DirectInput values before the RTL design
is idle, or if the testbench needs to ignore certain
transactions associated with pipeline ramp-up or
ramp-down. The designer can make adjustments to
the testbench and re-simulate quickly and easily. In
addition to checking for equivalent output behavior,
SCVerify can also enable generating RTL coverage
reports (to reach verification goals) and simulation
switching activity files for use in power analysis and
optimization.

Creating the C++ testbench
The main purpose of the C++ testbench is to exercise
the functionality of the C++ design. For example, the
testbench for a filter might pass an input stream of data
through the filter and capture the output in a file that is
read by an external reader to see if the filter works as
expected. Alternatively, a self-checking C++ testbench
for the filter could set coefficients and input vectors to
the filter and measure the filter output values for the
expected numeric values.
In order to use SCVerify, the designer simply changes a
few lines of code in the design and testbench files.
These lines include SCVerify headers and macros (such
as changing the Return statement in the testbench to
use a SCVerify macro).
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What if the team wants to perform a smoke test, but
they do not have a C++ testbench yet? SCVerify can
generate a random vector C++ testbench based on the
C++ design source code. This testbench is a ready-tocompile C++ file that contains the necessary functions,
structure and random test vectors to use within the
SCVerify flow. Designers can use this testbench as-is for
general random simulation of the RTL against the C++
(this does not guarantee functional correctness or
provide full coverage of the C++). Or designers can edit
this testbench to include true directed tests.
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Augmenting the C++ testbench for timed RTL
Because Catapult HLS generates timed RTL from
untimed C++, SCVerify provides additional options to
the designer that exercises the timed behavior of the
design from the untimed C++ testbench. For example,
since SCVerify manages all of the handshake signals for
the inputs and outputs, the designer can add
statements to the testbench that direct SCVerify to
insert wait cycles (stalling) on the inputs or outputs,
thus exercising the pipeline flushing and bubble
compression aspects of the design. Figure 4 shows a
sample waveform without stalling controls and the
same waveform if an initial delay of two cycles is added
at the start of the transaction.
Additional options for timing RTL include:
• Ignoring values on a specific port for one or more
transactions. This control is useful when a port value
should not be tested because it is known upfront
to be invalid. For example, if a pipeline is ramping
up, the first few outputs are garbage. If outputs are
ignored, the golden value and the RTL value are not
compared. If inputs are ignored, the transaction event
is not initiated on the input for a value. Ignoring
inputs is useful when the input interface is a multicycle bus transaction that only needs to be performed
once in the simulation to configure a set of registers.
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Figure 4: Using cycle-based wait controls for input stalling.

• Skipping a transaction for a non-channel interface.
The Skip option allows designers to mark certain
outputs as not having any transaction on a particular
iteration of the testbench. This is different from the
Ignore option which accepts the output transaction
but simply ignores the result of the comparison.
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Collecting coverage metrics
Because the Catapult HLS Platform integrates the
verification flow, data and analysis collected during one
step of the flow is always leveraged, if possible, for
other steps in the flow. Running SCVerify is no
exception.
Designers can enable Catapult Coverage in order to
determine structural coverage of the C++ design. This is
a good way to determine if the C++ testbench
sufficiently exercises the source code. Based on the
results, designers can improve the testbench or move
on to synthesis.
SCVerify can automatically turn on RTL code coverage
as it is running. If the C++ testbench results in 100
percent code coverage of the C++ design and that same
testbench when used by SCVerify results in 95 percent
coverage for the RTL design, the designer only has to

figure out the remaining 5 percent of the coverage
holes. These holes are usually due to I/O stalling and
reset conditions. SCVerify has an option that can
automatically stall all inputs and outputs in an ordered
manner (without having to augment the C++ testbench)
so that all possible stall conditions are covered. This
typically leaves just one uncovered area, the reset
condition, which SCVerify cannot cover because it only
allows for one reset (at the beginning of simulation).
In addition to coverage, the SCVerify flow can generate
switching activity files (VCD, FSDB, SAIF and QWAVE
formats) that a designer can use for power analysis and
optimization. Because the C++ testbench can take
command line arguments to select different design
operational modes and/or stimulus input files, a
designer can automatically get power profiles for
different modes of the design.

Conclusion
SCVerify provides design and verification teams the
ability to perform push-button smoke testing by reusing
the C++ testbench to determine if the generated RTL
outputs exactly compare against the golden C++
outputs. The tool automatically generates the required
infrastructure in order to make this comparison easy
and allows the designer to specify options to assist in
comparing untimed C++ to timed RTL. SCVerify allows
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teams to quickly determine via the smoke test whether
they can move on to developing a production RTL
verification solution or if they need to improve their
C++ source, testbench, or synthesis option strategy.
To learn more about the Catapult verification solution,
see this web page.
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About Siemens Digital Industries Software
Siemens Digital Industries Software is driving
transformation to enable a digital enterprise where
engineering, manufacturing and electronics design
meet tomorrow. Our solutions help companies of all
sizes create and leverage digital twins that provide
organizations with new insights, opportunities and
levels of automation to drive innovation. For more
information on Siemens Digital Industries Software
products and services, visit siemens.com/eda or follow
us on LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook and Instagram.
Siemens Digital Industries Software – Where today
meets tomorrow.

